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information structure focus
background
Alternative Semantics, 

Questions under 
Discussion

focus
the answer to the current Question under Discussion (QUD).

discourse structure

QUDs must be answerable by the assertion(s) that they immediately dominate. 
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that_one is really suffocated 
‘He literally suffocated.’ 

 and I can only say that was really_bad in the 

 last years how it him went
And all I can say is that his [the speaker’s grandfather’s] condition was 
extremely bad during the last years of his life. 

literally 
suffocated

Implicit QUDs can only consist of given (or, at least, highly salient) material. 

wh-

to happen
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Implicit QUDs should contain as much given (or salient) material as possible. 
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Table 1 Definitions of information-structural categories

focus domain
aboutness topics

conventional implicature not-at-issue content
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there shall windows in staff kitchens  prescribed  

be

or also the brightness at the home workplace shall 

prescribed  be 
The bill will prescribe having windows in staff kitchens and also  
prescribe the brightness of the home workplace. 

wh

wh

contrastive topic. 
subquestion.
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there were according to government statements

  three soldiers killed
  According to the government, three soldiers have been killed 

    and 17 others injured 
    and another 17 have been wounded. 
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SÜDWESTRUNDFUNK – SWR2 Interview of the week
Guest:  Andrea Nahles (Social Democrats),  

 German Federal Minister of Labour and Social Affairs  
Date/Time: Feb 28, 2015, 6:30 p.m. 
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Journalist:
Q0: {For which projects is Nahles accused of bureaucratisation?} 
> A0: [[AnotherF project for which employers are accusing you of bureaucratisation]CT
is [the workplace regulation bill]F..~
> Q1: {What will the bill prescribe?} 
> > A1‘: [[The bill]T will prescribe [having windows in staff kitchens]F]~
> > A1‘‘: and also [[the brightness of home workplaces]F]~
> Q2: {What is the current status of the bill?}
> > A2: Now they are saying that [[the Chancellery has stopped]F [the bill]T]~. 
> > Q3: Can you confirm this? 
> Q4: Have you failed there?
Nahles:
> Q5: All right, first I need to say what this is all about. {= What about this bill?}
Q6: {What was the situation in earlier times and in recent years?} 
> Q6.1: {What was the situation in earlier times?}
> > A6: [[My grandpa suffered from silicosis]F.]~
> > Q7: {Why did grandpa suffer from silicosis?} 
> > > Q7.1: {What did he do?} 
> > > > A7: [[After the war heT [was working in a slate mine]F]~]F

> > > > Q8: {Where was the slate mine?}
> > > > > A8: [[in Mayen]F]~. 
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> > Q9: {How was grandpa’s health condition?} 
> > > A9: And all I can say is that [[his condition]T [was extremely bad in the last 
years of his life]F]~.
> > > Q10: {What about him?} 
> > > > A10: [HeT [literally suffocated]F.]~ 
> Q6.2: {How has the situation developed in recent years?} 
> > A6.2: and [it is [due to the numerous measures in the past 40 years called 
workplace protection measures and workplace regulations]CT – that’s indeed how they 
are called – that, Thank God, [the numbers of deaths, injuries and accidents has 
decreased massively]F.]~
> A5: And, therefore, [[the workplace bill]T is [something very valuable]F]~.
> Q11: {What is N.‘s reaction to different attitudes with regard to the bill?}
> > Q11.1: {What does she do if someone is angry about minor issues?} 
> > > A11.1: [If someone is [getting angry because of some lockers]CT, then IT would be 
[the last person unwilling to discuss a compromise]F.]~
> > Q11.2: {What does she do if someone is in fundamental opposition?} 
> > > A11.2: But [if someone is [fundamentally opposed]CT to itT, then IT [am going to 
get seriously angry]F].~

DIRNDL corpus (Eckart et al. 2012) 
Deutschlandfunk news 
Mar 26, 2007, 12 p.m. 
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Q300: {What happened?} 
> A300‘: After an attack by Tamil rebels on an airforce base in the Sri Lankan capital 
Colombo [[the situation, according to the government, is under control again]F]~.
> A300‘‘: [[The army has strengthened security measures.]F]~
> Q301: {Who said that?} 
> > A301: [[said [the Ministry of Defence]F]~
> A300‘‘‘: [[The flights that had to be diverted because of the unrest – for instance, the 
ones  from Frankfurt am Main – are currently arriving at Colombo.]F]~
> A300‘‘‘‘: [[It is the first time that Tamil rebels have attacked from the air.]F]~
> Q302: {What was the result of the attack?} 
> > Q302.1: {How many soldiers have been killed?} 
> > > A302.1: According to the government, [threeF soldiers have been killedCT during 
[the attack]T]]~
> > Q302.2: {How many soldiers have been wounded?} 
> > > A302.1: and [[another 17]F have been woundedCT]]~.
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Stefan Baumann 
IfL Phonetik, University of Cologne, Germany 

highlighting phrasing

stress accent languages 

Lexical stress potential
Ber ‘lin

,Mas sa ‘chu setts
chu Mas

ictus

Postlexical stress

increase increase

increase
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increase

post

not

(Pitch) Accents

nuclear

type
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Sie
hat mit der Lana telefoniert
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name
name

Suni

16
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1. Givenness of a discourse referent (coreference or referential givenness)  

2. Givenness of a lexical item (no coreference, lexical givenness)

3. Concept-givenness (inferential relation between an antecedent and a lexically
superordinate anaphor)

animals dogs.
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Melanie will Dr. BAHber treffen
Will Melanie Dr. Bieber treffen?
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e

e

ka an

an

2525



ex. laqi ‘child’ ex. babuy ‘pig’

‘ ’ ‘Is your body good?’
malu

ka hiyi=su ka su
hiyi

‘Those two dogs of Kumu's’
huling Kumu deha gaga

2626



kerut

m-esa m-en-sa
(ke)s-un

m-esa

kes-un s-un (ke)s-un

Kes-un

m-esa

m-esa
m-esa s-un

kes-un

2727



s-un kes-un

m-esa s<em>iling

s-un Yudaw

M-esa

Mesa (ke)s-un manu

m-esa
m-esa

m-esa

m-esa

M-esa
m-esa
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m-esa

m-esa

m-esa haya
m-esa (ke)s-un haya

m-esa haya (ke)s-un haya

m-esa haya (ke)s-un haya
haya me-deka quyu

2929



huya m-esa/(ke)s-un
huya m-esa huya (ke)s-un

huya m-esa huya (ke)s-un

huya s-un Huya kes-un

Huya
h<em>uya mpe-huya heya-'un 'inihuya

m-esa/(ke)s-un
Mesa (ke)s-un

to

kes-un

3030



toiuto toiu

m-esa

haya
huya

The Semantics of Clause Linking

The Semantics of Clause Linking

3131
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Having dinner last night at a Korean restaurant, I notice a Korean customer 
smoking a cigarette. I ask the waitress, Malyaring manigarilyu kene? Opu, 
ngana, kua da ko pung ashtray? Sabi ku, ali uari atin ordinance na bawal ing 
manigarilyu kilub restauran. Pakibat na, opu. Ngaku naman, O’t ita paburen 
yeng sisindi? Ing sabi na, Koreanu ya pu kasi.

I ask the waitress, Malyaring manigarilyu kene?

ngana, Opu, kua da ko pung ashtray?

Sabi ku, ali uari atin ordinance na bawal ing manigarilyu kilub 
restauran.

Pakibat na, opu.

Ngaku naman, O’t ita paburen yeng sisindi?

Ing sabi na, Koreanu ya pu kasi.

Nga
ngana ngaku

Sabi Sabi ku
sabi na Pakibat Ing sabi na ing
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Sinabi=mu [danupan=ka].

nung
a / =ng

king
ing

Nung
nung Nung

Nung
nanu,  nukarin nung

No na
nanu nukarin

nung nanu, na
nung nukarin, no

nung na nung no

nung na
nung no

kitang=na nung na[=ng oras keng Sabado]

tabalu nung no[=ne   kebit],

tabalu
ta

balu

a / =ng
a

=ng a
=ng

35



malinis  a danum

matwa=ng lalaki

ing  damulag a ini

deng  anak a meragul keti

E=ku   balu=ng [dinatang=ka  keti].

king

ding  tau king  Arayat

Dela=ra=la   king  hospital.
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Sinábi=na  kanáku king [íya  magáral=ya=ng máyap].

ing
ing

ing  kotse=na

ing  marinat a imalan

ing

Mayap  ing  [lalakad=ya  i  Pedru].

Apansinan=na ing  [mapagal=ne].

a / =ng king ing

a / =ng king ing nung
mayap

Máyap {a / king / ing} [áganaka=ne   ing  

útang=na kéka].

ábálû=na

Ábálû=na {=ng / king / ing} [é=ya  mípasar

king test.]

a king ing
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ing

ing
king

Méngáku=ya=ng [é=ne    minum

kapilan man].

Méngáku=ya  king  [é=ne    minum

kapilan man].

Mániuálâ=ya=ng [alâ=ng diós].

Mániuálâ=ya  king  [alâ=ng diós].

at

Máyap at [áganaka=ne    ing  útang=na

kéka].

at

at king

Sáyang  naman {at / king}  [e=ya  dintang].

38



 nung
a / =ng

king
ing

at

ing

E=ku akalingwan [ing milyari neng aldo=ng ita].

pamag-

ring

Susundu=na  pa [ring  pamag-manewu].

Mayap ing  sumaup karela.

Mayap=ya  ing  sumaup karela.

ing sumaup karela
ya

ing sumaup karela
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ing

ing

a / =ng ing king

ing  katutwan a [dékap=ne

ning  pulis ing  abugádu]

kutáng nung

ing kutáng nung [adiskubre=ne tagana iti]

 nung nung nukarin

ing  obra nung nukarin [makakilala=ka=ng

dakal a kostumer]
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kábang tónu 

ing   tónu kábang [i  Ariéla

ya=ng  títigtig king  piánu]

a / =ng
nung, nung nukarin, kábang

ing  kayabe=ra=ng  [minta Las Vegas]

ing  balita=ng [tinggap=ku]

kayabe=ra minta Las Vegas

ing  tinggap=ku=ng  balita

ing balita ing
balita
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ing  balita=ng mag-resign=ne ing  Presidenti

* ing  mag-resign=ne ing  Presidenti=ng  balita

ing balita=ng tinggap=ku 

ing  masanting a balita=ng tinggap=ku

nung nung nukarin kábang
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Pan-
Asiatic Linguistics: Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium on 
Languages and Linguistics

Sprache in Raum und Zeit, In memoriam Johannes Bechert, Band 2: 
Beiträge zur empirischen Sprachwissenschaft

Language Design

Linguistic Universals

Pampangan: Towards a Meaning-based Description

Voice: Form and Function

Essays on Language Function and 
Language Type: Dedicated to T. Givón

Language Typology and Syntactic 
Description vol. 2: Complex Constructions, (2nd edition)
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sakei

pa’higi pahi’gi

nsao
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ti’muR

R h ti’muhu

da’tehe ka’para

ku’mi 

Kumi
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Mamuku’

Saha’ng

duhu7
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Duhu7

i-boheng bo i-timupnu’

napoposa’den

nasu’an 

bu’sa7

ken te

i-boheng      bo   i-timupnu’,   na-poposa’den,   na-su’an  bu’sa7.
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i’a7 kokoni’o7=ken

t-imu-hu’7 si-te’te7=ku

na’-ko n-sa’ngkoi

na’-ko na-me’ho sa’pi

i’a7   kokoni’o7=ken,  t-imu-hu’7  si-te’te7=ku. 

na’-ko  n-sa’ngkoi.   

na’-ko  na-me’ho sa’pi.

ma-ru’an=ken na’i7

ma-ngari’mu7

oo ode

ma-ru’an=ken  na’i7 ma-ngari’mu7.

o’o

ma-ru’an=ken  na’i7 ma-ngari’mu7. 

o’de

49



a’ya ken

a’ya  kapasa’7
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no ka.

na-ida’o ika’u 

pa’i=te ba’rang ka.e’ne 

kaku’da bo’

ka.e’ne kaku’da bo’ na-ida’o  ika’u  pa’i=te ba’rang

su ti'ro e 

kumu na-mu’rai 

na-ngari’mu7 ma-ngapi’a pabanu’an i’e e

kange’den

51



ku’mu  na-mu’rai na-ngari’mu7  ma-ngapi’a

pabanu’an i’e e. kange’den. 

pida

bobodo.nu  pida  semen ni-ruan-en

52



singapa e

singapa insau7  e

yo7o

yo7o

yo7o

yo7o

yo tantu do7 manen  rikudu7=ne ni-ki7ang-en

tanai7 yo7o?  

ode

53



yo7o

pitu juli

yo7o

yo7o

yo7o

bu’ran  pi’tu,  bu’ran  ju’li  yo’7o?

yo7o
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ikau busa7=ne

boheng

ikau  busa7=ne h-im-osou=te boheng

e

boheng

ikau  makapangabi7,  e boheng?
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ikau

oo,  dingan=te  ko  n-japang  ikau   e?
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kangeden pida

yo7o

yo7o 

yo7o

yo7o

ma-, maN- -um- 

na-, naN- -im-

=te 

=ken

-an

ni-/nu-

tou

ni-

nu
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Jadde hougenna omositoka 

20th SEALS Plenary 
Talk.  

A critical survey of studies on the languages of Sulawesi

Focus in Manado Malay: grammar, particles, and intonation

Proto-Sangiric and the Sangiric Languages
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wayang kulit shadow puppet play’ in which the puppeteer 

warung ‘stall’)
Kowe

‘You?’  (What are 
Soto ayam

‘Chicken soup. ( I am going to have chicken soup.) 
Aku gudheg

‘I (take) gudheg.’ (As for me, I will have gudheg

Given information is “knowledge which the speaker assumes to be in the 
consciousness of the addressee at the time of the utterance.” New information is “what 

says (Chafe 1976).”
Information structure is about the ‘structure’ of sentence, so in general, 

59



 

 
 

Wayang Kulit ‘lit. leather shadow puppet play’ perf

wayang kulit

wayang kulit

The story of the performance was Banyu Perwitosari ‘Lit. 
Perwitosari’ 

Dhalang
Mas1 Sih

wayang kulit
dhalang Dhalang

Pesindhen
pesindhen

pesindhen
wayang

kulit

dhalang

dhalang.
dhalang

                                                   
‘Mas’ (lit. older brother) is an addressing form for man. 
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dhalang 

dhalang jenengan panjenengan krama
inggil

Wayang Kulit 

ke ken e ne ipun nipun

yen wis tekan wancin=e, jejiban=e Duryudana

Negara Ngastina baleake marang para Pandhawa.

‘When , Duryudaya’s status
Pandhawa (brothers).’
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sing (ngoko) ingkang krama

sing para sowan sapa?

‘Who are those who came?’   

nyi iki abdi,

‘This lady is a courtmaid.’

nyi sing pojok kono-

‘The lady who is at the corner (is) 

nyi Rul

Ruliyah
‘(Her 

62



 

 
 

sing sebelah=e

‘One on her side (is) 

nyi Darti

Sudarti

(……)
saka

(…….)
Grabak, Magelang. 

‘ (…) 
Grabak, Magelang.’

sing nyi Ruliyah mau

saka Australi

‘That (previously .Ruliyah is from Australia.’

wong kene ‘people here’, is fronted.  

wong kene, kuku=ne di=tekeki kabeh.

‘People here, their nails are all polished.’  

kukune wong kene di-tekeki kabeh

63



 

 
 

‘ ’

bayangke kuwi. 

‘Imagine this.’

larang pangan. 

‘Food is expensive.’ 

kekeringan ngarep nandur.

‘(The soil is) too dry to plant .’

wong kene nggak pernah 
mandi

O, nggak pernah mandi, wong kene.

‘Oh, ( .’

wes apa-apa dituku

‘Everything is already bought’. 

gelang, rentengan,  (.. ) nanging karet kabeh

‘Bracelet, necklaces, (..) but they are all made of rubber’.   

64



 

 
 

singn gangg jilbab papat dianggo kabeh

‘Those who are wearing head cover, all of four (head covers) are 
being worn.’ 
denkul bareng dianggoni jilbab

‘Knees are also covered with headcover.'

iya inggih ,

karo dumugi adhem bunyi-ne iya beda.

‘With coldness, its sound will be different.’

nek panas, iya creng
hot,        ‘creng’. ‘

‘When it is hot, its sound is ‘creng.’

nek  adhem,

. iya ‘ngeb’,

(…)

ngono

‘When it is cold, its sound is ngeb’ like that.’

boten saged sowan             

‘(She) cannot meet.’  

65



 

 
 

amargi sampun  ompong

‘ Because (she already) has no more teeth as she is old.’     

sing nyi Ruliyah mau

saka Australi

(…....)
bagian angong sapi.

‘That Ms. Ruliyah is (PAUSE
.’ 

sega-jago

jenengan suka?

‘Do you like (that)?’ 
suka       ---

kalau  mateng

‘I like it, ( ) if it is cooked.’  
seminggu sekali ‘once a week’ 

mandi
‘taking showers’ morning and evening, is one of Javanese/Indonesian’s everyday life style, 

dhalang

dhalang 
saya bukan orang sini.

‘I do not belong here.’
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saya harus mandi        …
must take showers

‘I have to take showers,’

seminggu sekali. 

‘( ) once a week.’

mandi air panas atau dingin?

‘Do people here take hot water showers?’

nggak pernah mandi, wong kene.

‘Never take showers, people here.’ 

dhalang

bensin eceran 

‘In America, don’t you have bensin eceran?’

67



 

 
 

tidak ada.

‘No, we don’t have.’  

wah, ndesa!
‘Wow, rural ’

dhalang

dhalang

saya harus mandi.

seminggu sekali

‘I have to take showers ( ) once a week.’ 

dhalang

Amerika=nya dimana?

Los Angeles.
Jenengan pernah?

‘Have you been there?’ 
iya, pernah

cari rosok

‘Yes, I have, ( ),collecting garbage.’

68



 

 
 

dhalang s
obviously not true, and that all the audience knows that it is not true, such as ‘people in 
this village never take showers’, or ‘he has been to Los Angeles’, the dhalang

dhalang

noted that lemas ‘weak’ and kaku ‘stiff’ are lengthened, stressed, and high

dhalang
dang iya iso lemaas

dang iya iso ora pathi lemaas

‘Sometimes I could be weak, other times I could be not that weak’.  

…

dang ya iso kakuu.

‘ Sometimes I can be stiff.’

ngene.
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mandi
mandi,

yes no dhalang
mandi

mandi
mandi every morning 

and afternoon.  

mandi dhalang
mandi

Information Status and Noncanonical Word Order in 
English

Chafe, Wallace L. 1976. “Givenness, contrastiveness, definiteness, subjects,

70



 

 
 

topics and point of view”, in Charles N. Li, Subject and Topic

Women, fire, and dangerous things: What categories reveal about 
the mind

Language Typology and Language Universals: 
An International Handbook
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John killed the robber, the robber was killed by John, it’s John who killed the 
robber

73
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ki=   i
       kefi
       keme i
    … 

   na=i    patar   yu-nggo-f 

na Thomas pa

75



Pa=na=i  Thomas ter=i-mo

keme

Efi njaj fis keme=na  kufa-mon tamba  rafonngi-n

ndu

76



meninggon
kofepurpur

na(wa)
nie

ndu

77



mbe mbe

mbe

mbe

78



mbe

79



yoropur mei

mar yoropur

a.   yoropur    kunonjo-n   mei keine-f.         

efi  meii   madi  maswagi    njomo

mbedi    koroi   maya             

mei

80



yoropur

koro  nangga  morow  tur=ngge-fi  morow  rerwo=rowa

Nggaje=ke awe  nggie  enni=nggo-ro

81



iye
ka

iye tanamba

82



koro pafi

ka ka

.

83



.*

ka

kie
ka

sa,

it is John, not Mary, who  was lying

na

i
koro na

i na

ndu
ndu

84



John  ninafondu  swo-f nggambe

ndu
   

mbya ndu

kefi kei/ki/k=), kemnde, keme:

kefi/ kei/ki kemnde
    keme 
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mbe

yorapur meswag
yorapur

meswag

purfam

87
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NUSA
Lexical functional syntax

Optimizing structure in context: scrambling and information 
structure

Lexical Functional Grammar Syntax and semantics

Objects and information structure

The theory of functional grammar
Information structure

Efficiency and complexity in grammars

Journal of Linguistics

Linguistics

89





Native speakers’ perception of prosodic prominence 
and its implications for information structure in Papuan Malay

- a preliminary report - 
Sonja Riesberg & Janina Kalbertodt 

Universität zu Köln

This paper reports preliminary results of a prosodic perception experiment 
with speakers of Papuan Malay, the lingua franca of Indonesian Papua. The 
procedure followed the Rapid Prosody Transcription (RPT) method as 
sketched in Cole et al. 2010. Inter-rater agreement between the participants 
of the experiment could be shown to be much lower than between raters of 
similar experiments on English and German. Our results thus confirm from 
the perception point of view what has been claimed from a production view 
point for other varieties of Malay, namely that Papuan Malay, like other 
local varieties of Malay, lacks post-lexical stress.

1. Introduction
Papuan Malay is a local variety of Indonesian/Malay, spoken in the two eastern most 
provinces of Indonesia – Papua Barat and Papua – by approximately 1.200.000 
speakers (Kluge 2014). It is mostly spoken in the coastal areas and less so in the 
mountainous inland. However, this area, with its more than 270 indigenous languages,
is linguistically highly diverse, and most speakers are at least bilingual, speaking 
Papuan Malay in addition to one or more local languages. 
This paper reports on a perception experiment that investigates how native speakers of 
Papuan Malay perceive prosodic prominences in natural spoken speech. It thus stands
in line with a growing number of recent papers that discuss (the absence of) prosodic 
features in different varieties of Indonesian, including a study by Goedemans and van 
Zanten (2007) on Javanese and Toba Batak Indonesian, and most recently by Maskikit-
Essed and Gussenhoven (to appear) on Ambonese Malay.  
For a long time, the standard assumption has been that (standard) Indonesian displays 
lexical stress on the penultimate syllable, unless this syllable contains a schwa, in 
which case stress falls on the final syllable (cf. Alieva et. al 1991; Cohn 1989). 
Secondary stress has been claimed to fall on the first syllable and every odd syllable 
thereafter, but never on the one adjacent to the syllable that carries the main stress 
(Cohn & McCarthy 1994). Other authors, however, have pointed out that schwa can be 
stressed just as well as any other vowel (Halim 1974; Laksman 1994).  
For Papuan Malay, Kluge (2014) recorded 1072 words in two different carrier 
sentences, one in which the target word occurs clause finally, one in which it appears in 
the middle of the phrase.1 She used the program Phonology Assistant to analyse her 
data and she concludes that 964 (90%) of all words have penultimate stress and only
108 (10%) show stress on the final syllable. Of these latter 108 words that displayed 
ultimate stress, 105 (97%) contained the front open-near vowel / / (the equivalent to 
Indonesian schwa) in the penultimate syllable. Yet, Kluge notes that / / does not 
condition ultimate stress, as for 65 of those words with penultimate stress, the stressed 

1 The two carrier sentences Kluge used are: Sa blum taw ko pu kata itu, kata xxx. ‘I don’t yet know that 
word of yours, the word xxx’ and ‘Ko pu kata xxx itu, sa blum taw. ‘Your word xxx, I don’t know yet.’  
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syllable contained a / /. Also, three words with ultimate stress did not contain / / but 
rather front /i/ and back /u/ in the penultimate syllable (Kluge 2014: 89). 
Yet, in a growing number of works, the claim that Indonesian displays lexical stress on 
the penultimate syllable has been challenged. While some authors found that there is a 
preference for stress to occur on the penultimate syllable, but free variation – especially 
in longer words – is possible (cf. van Zanten 1994; van Zanten & van Heuven 2004), 
other authors came to the conclusion that there is no lexical stress at all (Zubkova 1966;
Odé 1994). Especially in more recent publications it has been pointed out that the 
above mentioned disagreement as to whether or not Indonesian possesses lexical stress 
is probably due to the fact that “Indonesian” as a reasonably homogeneous language 
does not exist. There are 701 indigenous languages spoken in the Republic of Indonesia 
(Ethnologue 2015), the great majority of people are at least bilingual, speaking a local 
language in addition to Indonesian. Often, Indonesian is learned as a second language, 
usually from the age of six or seven, when children enter primary school and are 
exposed to Indonesian as the language of education. Furthermore, in addition to 
standard Indonesian and the indigenous languages, local varieties of Malay are spoken 
in many regions of Indonesia (e.g. Ambonese Malay, Jambi Malay, Kupang Malay, 
Manado Malay, Papuan Malay, etc.). Often, these local varieties of Malay take the 
place of standard Indonesian and are the major means of everyday communication. It is 
thus very likely that different studies on stress in “Indonesian” are based on data from 
speakers with different substrate dialects and languages, and it is likely that different 
prosodic properties of these substrates have had their impact on the contradictory 
results of earlier studies on lexical stress in “Indonesian”. More recent studies therefore 
carefully control for the linguistic background of the participants of their studies. 
Goedemans and Van Zanten (2007), for example, conducted a carefully designed 
perception experiment with two groups of participants with different linguistic profiles:
one group consisted of speakers of Indonesian with Javanese as their substrate 
language, the other group consisted of speakers of Indonesian that were also native 
speakers of Toba Batak. These two languages were chosen, because Toba Batak 
supposedly exhibits clearly defined stress while Javanese is said to possess only weak 
stress, the location of which is not agreed on in the literature (Geodemans & van 
Zanten 2007: 40). As stimuli, the authors recorded material from one Toba Batak 
Indonesian speaker and one Javanese Indonesian speaker. This material was 
manipulated such that the prominence lending cues would occur on different syllables. 
It was then judged for acceptability by listeners of the two different groups. The 
Javanese listeners did not show any preference for stress on either the penultimate nor 
the ultimate syllable for both the Javanese Indonesian and the Toba Batak Indonesian 
stimuli. The Toba Batak listeners, on the other hand, clearly preferred penultimate 
stress in the Toba Batak speech data, but showed no clear preferences for the Javanese 
data. Goedemans and van Zanten interpret these results as evidence that there is no 
lexical stress in Javanese Indonesian. Though their experiment was explicitly not
designed to investigate stress above the word level, they do observe that phrasal stress 
always occurs close to the boundary and they come to conclude that ‘the distinction 
between accent lending and boundary marking intonation movements is very difficult
to make’ (Goedemans & van Zanten 2007: 57). 
One of the few studies that address the issue of phrasal accent in more detail is the 
work by Maskikit-Essed and Gussenhoven (to appear) on Ambonese Malay (but see 
also Himmelmann 2010 and Clynes & Deterding 2011). Maskikit-Essed and 
Gussenhoven conducted a production experiment with four native speakers of 
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Ambonese Malay. They recorded 80 mini-dialogs consisting of read question-answer 
pairs, which contained 8 target nouns in different positions (phrase and IP final and 
medial) and were controlled for different focus conditions. In these 8 target words, no 
evidence for lexical stress in the putative stressed syllables (ultimate or penultimate, 
depending on the word) was found. Furthermore, the phrase final pitch movement 
which is a typical feature of declarative mood in many languages in the area 
(Himmelmann 2010: 67) is not tied to the final syllable. Rather, it is sensitive to the 
available space and tends to be timed earlier when the word is longer. Finally,
Maskikit-Essed and Gussenhoven tested two focus conditions, one in which the phrase 
final target word was in focus, and one in which it occurred in post-focal position, i.e. a 
focal element preceded the phrase final target word. In the latter condition, the authors 
could not find any signs of reduction of the post-focal target words, neither in duration, 
nor in pitch height. Furthermore, the pitch contours were similar, not only in the target 
words but also over the whole sentences (Maskikit-Essed & Gussenhoven to appear: 
28). Taken these results together, Maskikit-Essed and Gussenhoven come to the 
conclusion that information focus in Ambonese Malay is not expressed by means of 
prosody. 

2. THE EXPERIMENT: METHODS AND PARTICIPANTS

Given the growing evidence in the literature that different varieties of Malay exhibit 
neither lexical nor post-lexical stress, we wanted to address the question how native 
speakers of one of these varieties – Papuan Malay – perceive prosodic prominences. 
We therefore conducted a perception experiment using the Rapid Prosody 
Transcription (RPT) method, as introduced in different papers by Jennifer Cole and 
colleagues (cf. Mo, Cole & Lee 2008; Cole, Mo & Hasegawa-Johnson 2010a; Cole, 
Mo, Baek 2010b). In the RPT method ordinary listeners that are naïve with respect to 
prosodic analysis listen to excerpts of audio recordings. They are given minimal 
instructions and are allowed to play the audio recordings only twice. On a printed 
transcript of the recording excerpts, in which punctuation and capitalization were 
removed, the participants were then asked to underline those words which they 
perceived as prominent.
The raters of our perception experiment were 16 native speakers of Papuan Malay (10
female, 6 male), 9 of which were monolingual. The other 7 participants were bilingual 
in Papuan Malay and another local language. However, all of them stated that Papuan 
Malay was (one of) their first language(es).2 All 16 participants were students at the 
Universitas Papua (UNIPA) in Manokwari, aged between 18 and 27 years old. Papuan 
Malay is their first language of communication at university, with friends and at home.
None of them had any experience in prosodic analysis.  

The material the participants annotated for prosodic prominence were 56 excerpts of 
audio recordings of different length, ranging from 1 to 15 seconds. All were taken from 
a corpus of natural spoken speech, including 28 different native speakers of Papuan 
Malay (17 female, 11 male). They consisted of speakers re-telling Chafe’s Pear Movie 
(Chafe 1980) and playing the Tangram Task. The latter is an elicitation tool that 

2 4 further participants that also took part in the experiment were not included in the results because they 
had learned Papuan Malay only at a later age when they entered primary school. They were therefore not 
considered native speakers, even if they have lived for several years in Manokwari and their dominant 
language was now Papuan Malay.
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involves two speakers that negotiate whether the picture that speaker one describes is 
the same as the one that speaker two has in front of her. The audio material in our 
experiment thus included both, excerpts of a monologue (the pear movie recordings) 
and of a dialogue (the tangram recordings).  
The instructions for the participants, as stated above, were minimal. They only included 
the written instruction in (1a) (English translation in (1b)). They were also shown how 
to underline words in the printed transcript, and, if necessary, how to correct their 
choice. It was explicitly stated that underlying more than one word per excerpt was 
allowed. No audio examples were given. 

(1) a.Tugas Anda adalah menggarisbawahi semua kata yang nadanya Anda anggap
lebih menonjol (mis. lebih tinggi) dibandingkan dengan kata-kata lain pada 
setiap rekaman kalimat yang Anda dengarkan.

b. Your task is to underline all words which you perceive to be sticking out  
(e.g. because they are higher/louder3) in comparison with the other words for all 
the recorded sentences that you will hear.

The data in (2)a. and b. show an example of one of the excerpts and how it was 
presented to the participants of the experiment. (2)c. shows the choices made by one of 
the participants (RW, female, 23 years).

(2) a. Yang  tiga orang ini  pegang topi satu.
REL three person DEM carry  hat one 
‘The three people are carrying a hat.’

   b. yang tiga orang ini pegang topi satu

   c. yang tiga orang ini pegang topi satu

3. RESULTS

3.1 Multi-rater/inter-rater agreement
To evaluate the RPT-data, we used both Fleiss’ kappa coefficient (plus its z-normalised 
score) and Cohen’s kappa.4 Fleiss’ kappa provides a single coefficient as a measure of 
agreement across all sixteen raters. Cohen’s kappa calculates agreement between 
individual pairs of raters. We compared the Papuan Malay scores with those of two 
comparable studies on American English (Mo, Cole & Lee 2008; Cole, Mo & 
Hasegawa-Johnson 2010) and German (Baumann & Winter in prep.) The study by 
Cole and colleagues used spontaneous, conversational speech from the Buckeye corpus. 
This corpus consists of interviews with adult speakers of American English from 
Columbus (Pitt et al., 2007). Baumann and Winter’s study, on the other hand, used read 
sentences that displayed different focus structures and information status categories. 
The Fleiss’ kappa scores for all three studies are summarized in Table 1, which clearly
shows that inter-rater agreement is much lower among speakers of Papuan Malay than 

3 Note that the word tinggi in Indonesian is ambiguous in this context and can mean both ‘loud’ and ‘high’.  
4 We are grateful to Jan Strunk for helping with the statistical analysis. 
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it is between German and American English speakers. The slightly higher agreement of 
German raters compared to English raters is probably due to the different data types 
used in the respective experiments, i.e. spontaneous conversational data versus read 
speech. Considering that the naturalness of the stimuli might have an effect on how 
much raters agree in their perception of prominences, the Papuan Malay results are best 
to be compared with the English data. Yet, also the difference between English raters, 
with a Fleiss’ kappa score of 0.42, and Papuan Malay, with a kappa score of only 0.08
is more than striking. 

Table 1: Fleiss’ kappa scores and z-normalized scores 

To guarantee that the low score of the Papuan Malay rater was not just due to a very low 
agreement between some participants, we calculated Cohen’s kappa scores for every 
single rater pair. The highest score achieved between two raters amounted to 0.50, while 
the lowest one was -0.06. Among German inter-rater pairs, on the other hand, the 
highest achieved score was 0.72, the lowest one 0.28. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the 
Cohen’s kappa scores of Papuan Malay (PM) and German inter-rater pairs respectively, 
using the labels ‘none’, ‘slight’, ‘fair’, ‘moderate’, ‘substantial’ and ‘(almost) perfect’ as 
defined by the agreement scale by Landis and Koch (1977). The difference, again, is 
striking: While the majority of Papuan Malay rater pairs show only slight or fair 
agreement (41,67% and 36,67% respectively), the vast majority of German rater pairs 
showed at least moderate agreement. More than 25% even agreed substantially. Note 
that the minimal and maximal Cohen’s kappa scores in in the study by Cole and her 
colleagues (-0.03 and 0.644 respectively) are not that different from those calculated for 
Papuan Malay. Yet the mean for the English data lies by approximately 0.58, which 
would be labelled as ‘moderate’ in the agreement scale by Landis and Koch (1977). 

        

Table 2: Summary of Cohen’s kappa PM            Table 3: Summary of Cohen’s kappa 
German

3.2 Possible factors determining perceived prominence
For data analysis, the prominence-score (p-score) was calculated in a first step, which 
serves as a relative measure, representing the ratio of subjects that underlined a word, i.e. 
that perceived a word as prominent, with respect to the total number of participants. As 

German English Papuan Malay

Fleiss’ Kappa 0.53 0.42 0.08

z 244 20.4 25
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already indicated by the low kappa values above, we observed a high degree of 
variability in the listeners’ judgements, leading to a majority of low p-scores. In fact, the 
modal value in our data was a p-score of 19 %, as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Distribution of p-scores in the Papuan Malay data.

In a second step we correlated the p-score with several linguistic and phonetic factors in 
order to evaluate which factors might have influenced the raters’ perception of 
prominence. On the one hand we examined lexical word length (i.e. the number of 
lexically underlying syllables) as well as information structural cues such as part of 
speech, i.e. whether the underlined word was a content or a function word, and also last 
argument. Both information structural factors were chosen from a European point of 
view, since West-Germanic Languages such as German or English are known to differ 
with respect to these parameters: part of speech is important as function words are 
usually less prominent than content words (Büring 2012:31), while the last verbal 
argument is of importance when it comes to focus projection, i.e. in the default 
intonation of a broad focus sentence, the last verbal argument receives the nuclear 
accent (Uhmann 1988:66).
On the other hand, we examined phonetic cues such as word duration (in ms), phonetic 
word length (i.e. the number of post-lexically articulated syllables), the absolute pitch 
range (in semitones), maximum pitch (in Hz), the presence of tonal movement, and the 
presence of a prosodic boundary following the word. All phonetic measures operated on 
the word level. 

For all these factors the so-called Pearson’s r was calculated, which gives a correlation 
coefficient between –1 (perfect negative correlation) and 1 (perfect positive correlation), 
with values around 0 indicating no correlation. As there was much variability in the 
participants’ judgements, we received in general quite small correlation coefficients for 
our parameters, indicating that there was no or only very slight influence on the 
perception of prominence. For seven out of the examined nine parameters the 
correlation coefficients calculated ranged from about 0.2 to 0.3, suggesting no 
considerable effect of lexical word length (r = 0.20), last argument (r = 0.17), phonetic 
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word length (r = 0.29), pitch range (r = 0.26), maximum pitch (r = 0.05; exemplarily
displayed in Figure 2), tonal movement (r = 0.31) or prosodic boundary (r = 0.35). The 
most promising results were gained for the parameters of part of speech (r = 0.42) and 
word duration (r = 0.49; see Figure 3), although these coefficients still indicate only a
mediocre effect. 

Figure 2: Correlation of maximum pitch (in Hz) within a word and its p-score. The solid 
line displays the regression line, the shaded area its confidence interval. 

Figure 3: Correlation of word duration (in ms) and the p-score. The solid line displays 
the regression line, the shaded area its confidence interval.

Note, however, that the multi-rater agreement is generally too weak to draw any further 
conclusions on the correlation of possible factors and the perception of prominence in
Papuan listeners. Rather, the vast variability in the scores points towards the assumption 
that Papuan Malay lacks word stress and consequently post-lexical stress. In fact, it 
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seems that prominence in Papuan Malay is only associated with prosodic boundaries, 
since content words that were produced in phrase final position received the highest 
scores (see Figure 4). Also, these content words showed longer durations than their 
phrase medial and phrase initial counterparts (Figure 5). 

Figure 4: P-score for phrase final and phrase medial/initial content and function words. 

Figure 5: Word duration for phrase final and phrase medial/initial content and function 
words. 

These tentative results suggest an interplay of part of speech, word duration and 
perceived prominence, i.e. an interaction of information structure and prosody. 
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4. SUMMARY

The experiment reported on in this paper is the first study that investigates listeners’ 
perception of prosodic prominences in one of the many varieties of Malay. Yet, it joins 
the ranks of a growing number of papers on lexical and post-lexical stress in Indonesian 
and its local varieties, and it confirms the general picture that many languages of 
Indonesia as well as many of the local varieties of Malay do neither possess word stress 
nor post-lexical stress.
The extremely low inter-rater agreement scores showed that prosodic prominences are 
not (uniformly) perceived by Papuan Malay listeners. This suggests that Papuan Malay 
lacks post-lexical stress, which, in turn, suggests that prosodic prominence is not used to 
encode information structural categories in Papuan Malay. These findings are in line 
with the Ambonese Malay production data discussed in Maskikit-Essed and
Gussenhoven (forthcoming).
Our data suggests no correlation between the listeners’ perception of prominence (i.e. 
the p-score) and various linguistic and phonetic factors, such as lexical and phonetic 
word length, pitch range, maximum pitch and tonal movement. Neither did it have an 
effect whether or not a given word was the last argument of the predicate. Highest 
effects could be seen for the factors part of speech, word duration and prosodic 
boundary, with longer content words in phrase-final position being judged as most 
prominent. This pattern suggests a possible interaction of semantics and prosody, which 
is rather a means of marking prosodic boundaries than of marking post-lexical stress.
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